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About This Game

Experience the mysterious and mystical by taking on a journey with Mims in this strategic god-like video game. Create
structures, plant vegetation, breed animals, take care of your minions, use divine PSI powers, triumph in face of natural

disasters, fight monsters, predict the future, reveal secrets and so much more. Assume the lead over Mims as they journey
across the galaxy in their epic quest!
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ABOUT THE MIMS BEGINNING:

“The Mims Beginning” is a god-like strategy game with a dose of cosmic humor. The story takes place in an unknown space and
time. In this galaxy mythical floating islands give shelter to all kinds of unusual and dangerous creatures. The game combines

elements of fantasy and sci-fi genres.

Build interesting structures, plant vegetation, breed animals, take care of your minions, use divine PSI powers, triumph in face
of natural disasters, fight monsters, predict the future, reveal secrets and much more. Assume the lead over Mims as they

journey across the galaxy in their epic quest!

During their intergalactic voyage Mims are hit by an asteroid - their spaceship reduced to debris and the crew forced to evacuate
onto nearby planets, which hold their own share of surprises.
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The player's goal, among others, is to perform various tasks necessary to repair the spaceship. You begin by properly expanding
your new colonies. Every mission takes place on a different planet, where isolated groups of castaways face their own fate.

The game combines numerous elements of gameplay: Your colonists act on their own most of the time, going about their duties
without orders issued by the player. However, you can control them directly by issuing simple commands.

As the leader of the colony you have psionic power at your disposal, altering the fauna and flora of your planet, as well as the
environment which they inhabit.

The main focus of the game lies in expanding and defending the colony. Every building or plant placement counts, nevertheless
the game falls more into a light-strategy genre.

The basic resource crucial to the colony's survival and development is energy. It is also essential to Mims’ vitality - used while
performing work, as well as for maintaining proper functioning of the infrastructure. Vitality is obtained in generators using Bio
Mass - derived, in turn, from special fruits processed in the Extractor. Part of the energy can also be obtained from wind flow

thanks to correct placement of Wind Turbines.

The tasks performed by the Mims should include the expansion of the colony and picking up Bio fruits.Some of the Mims act as
a protection against various and dangerous creatures attracted by the scent of fruit and animals.

The Mims’ knowledge allows them to breed animals that feed on different types of fruit. Grown animals can be traded with
native tribes and exchanged for crystals essential in further expansion of the colony.

In order to grow fruit for animals, Mims will also need to sow seeds from various plant species, such as exploding plant that
hurls fruits around. Choosing good sites for sowing seeds has a strategic element to it.

A clever leader is able to use the topography of the map to their advantage, thereby avoiding excessive scattering of fruit all
over the planet. In case of a bad placement, fruit crop can be lost due to fruit rolling off the edge of the planet.

If the crops fail to be harvested on time, they will soon rot away, resulting in a loss of a precious resource.

Along the way you shall also gain access to new buildings, plants, acquire new Psi powers, as well as invent new skills for your
Mims.
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Badly governed colony expansion may result in a crisis and chaos on your planet, in which case you might be forced to restart
the scenario.

As the story progresses, Mims will find themselves facing threats from outer space. One of them is a meteor storm that can
wreak havoc among your colonists. In order to be prepared, you can invent technology that allows you to predict such future

events.

Help Mims survive the numerous perils of the galaxy in their bid to reach their final destination!
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This should be in the eSport competitive scene.
It's an amazing Counter-Strike Rip-off that deserves to be widely played by gamers from the entire world :D
I'm being serious, it's fun.. bad game, not that good quality, and when you first start it makes no sense what to do or how to play
and isnt that responsibe and the actual game only shows in the corner of your screen. So sadly im gonna say dont purchase.. Bad
scenes. Poor quality. Not recommend. If you want to feel what it's like to be in Tumblr and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
in the same dlc, you must give this a chance, it would be the hands down better dlc of them all, but it has only one big flaw:

If the dlc's art doesn't give you 16 types of cancer at the first sight, you should at least try it (dude, the game's dlc and even the
game itself are insanely cheap, so money shouldn't be an issue). Overall, Elwurd has the better story (Sorry Elwurd, BDSM
Vriska > Straightn't Vriska), but the pair of goldbloods aren't even near from having a bad run, it's just that the endings aren't at
the level of the rest of the run and they even seem like they were rushed (mainly the good ending)

Let's be reals, the art is crap, but the story is great, and the songs are up to you (i liked both of them tbh), but even if the style is
too cartoon-ish compared to the previous dlc, that big flaw shouldn't stop you at all from buying this great dlc and supporting the
help-needed WhatPumpkin. A cleverly written whodunnit that offers a very unique story telling experience. This has to be one
of the most special games on STEAM or any platform. I thoroughly enjoy it. Please make more.. Thanks for bringing windows
land random freezes, and game crashing to my otherwise flawless Linux installation. Actually this is pretty good.. Typically a
game of the broke THQ; brilliant ideas, rough product. Some elements of this game just simply failed too much to make this a
real game.
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A sloppy, technically-challenged game that is ultimately redeemed by its quality story and the sheer uniqueness of being one of a
very small number of English-translated Chinese RPGs. (Note that this is a preliminary review. I have spent six hours with
Sword and Fairy 6 so far. I'll update the review to give my final thoughts when I finish it, or earlier if I hit major issues that are
worth mentioning.)

Sword and Fairy 6 is a fairly conventional RPG, mechanically. It follows a typical town, exploration\/dungeon, repeat structure.
One thing I find interesting is the ability to freely jump. This makes town navigation a lot more interesting than most RPGs
thanks to the ability to jump onto roofs and run pretty much anywhere. There are lookout points in difficult-to-reach locations
scattered throughout each area that even reward that sort of experimentation. On the flip side, the freedom you have to move
anywhere also means it's very easy to hit the edge of an area or even fall through the void at the bottom (which conveniently just
resets you to nearby solid ground).

Combat involves controlling a single character while the rest do their own thing, which can be influenced with tactical options
on the left and by the skills selected. Each character has two sets of skills, each generally useful for a different situation. For
example, one character has one skillset that focuses on DPS and one that focuses on buffs. It feels fairly sloppy to me since you
don't really have fine control over everything your characters do. The best tactic is seems to be to manually control the character
whose abilities are the most important for that particular situation (like healing or drawing aggro) and hope that everyone else
behaves competently. There are also bonuses for defeating all of the enemies within a specified amount of time. I am unsure
whether it's simply impossible early in the game or if there's some aspect to the combat that I do not understand, but not once
have I managed to get the bonus.

The story is interesting. It starts off with some convenient meetings between characters who are all working towards a fairly
simple goal, but it quickly becomes apparent that there's much more going on. Everyone is plagued with their own problems,
doubts, and secrets, and I am very much looking forward to seeing how it all plays out. I'm being fairly vague to avoid spoilers,
but I do find it neat how some twists are immediately obvious yet others are carefully laid-out yet never telegraphed. The voice
acting seems great, not that I can understand much of it.

The localization is mediocre. The introductory video is by far the worst of it - I'm pretty sure it was machine-translated. But the
in-game dialogue, while definitely wooden and sloppy (incorrect tenses, odd sentence construction, stray markup tags) is
understandable.

The tutorials fare worse by some explaining some aspects but never really divulging why they matter, leaving you to flounder
until you realize things through trial and error. The boss of the first dungeon is definitely a wake-up call that demonstrates why
provoke, an ability simply mentioned in passing in the tutorial, is a key tool. And lots of things are never explained at all. For
instance, NPCs sometimes respond differently (or even not at all) to different characters. If you've clicked on one who has the
talk icon but they turned and didn't say anything, it's because they will only respond to a different character. I still do not
understand the way the quest board in each town works. Sometimes quests that I cannot take appear on it, yet other quests never
appear. It's weird and, again, never explained.

Another problem is the performance. Sword and Fairy 6 simply does not run very well, and looks nowhere near as good as its
requirements would suggest. I have a GTX 1080 and the game stutters regularly. Not constantly, but it hitches every minute or
two. The art style is fairly nice but areas look quite blocky and are often monochromatic. Animations are extremely stiff and
repetitive - I hope you like seeing Yue Jinzhao do a facepalm, because he's going to be doing it a lot and in the exact same way
every time.

Ultimately, despite the technical issues and general feeling of sloppiness that pervades many aspects of the game, I am enjoying
my time with it and do recommend it. Sword and Fairy 6 is far from the best RPG you can play on PC, but it's still a fascinating
journey through a fairly foreign (to Western eyes) world.. Average puzzle game. You spin a wheel and get bonuses\/tips for
puzzles, ruins the puzzle factor of the game. Reminded me of candy crush that when you get stuck you're going to have to wait
for wheel spins. Spinning the wheel takes way to long as well. There are better puzzle games out there.. enjoyable game... I like
it. Having a blast with this old school choose your own adventure. Very interactive and a great story.. A good game for the price,
even more so if its on offer. NOTE: Do NOT expect a AAA game, note the price, and he aint asking for much.

the developer's response is what made me buy this game, and its a good jump-in-and-play horror game with some elements of
survival on an alien dark world.
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As of 18th\/08\/2016, ill personally give it a 8\/10, bumped from 6, due to the cheap price. (P.S its officialy "out", not EA and
does have some minor bugs still which the developer is fixing and supporting, 1 man army bro!!). well i need help when i enter
ice world 2-6 my laptop doesnt load the level and just freeze"no pun intended"up so if anyone can help ill really appreciate it
its kind of boring, the music is lame and adventure time has a lot of music they could have used and combat could have been
better. but i do like it if i fix my laptop so i can play the rest of the game ill play it but as a now ill pass on this game. It works as
advertised and works really well but at 1080p this is a pretty niche tool. Making old games look bigger and pixel perfect sounds
like an incredibly appealing thing, and it is, but the reality is that a lot of old titles either don't work with windowed mode (not
even with DXWnd) or, depending on the game, will have very large user interfaces that make the actual "gameplay" area feel
really cramped. You could crop the image, but then you'll lose stuff, or you COULD try upscaling to things other than integers...
but at that point this tool only does something your GPU can do natively anyway: scale things up while maintaining the aspect
ratio but not quite that pixel perfect look.

Where this tool actually works brilliantly however is with stuff that cannot be resized at all or not resized without looking
crappy, like indie japanese games, flash games and other things like that. From RPGs like Machina of the Planet Tree, cult
classic horror games like Ao Oni and myriad visual novels; Many of these games run in tiny 640x480 windows that cannot be
resized any other way outside being stretched to fullscreen. Lossless Scaling makes these games in particular look great and I
honestly would say it's a must-have to the point I'm surprised the store page doesn't advertise that particular use.

All in all a very specialized tool but one that that I think will only grow in value with time and as resolutions keep getting bigger
and bigger.

. Excellent idea, not bad graphics but... unfortunately gameplay is kind of coarse... Game has some bugs also. But! If You have
nothing to do, and You are patient enough it is game for You. When You will get used to game universe - it can give You a lot
of fun :) I am pretty sure I come back to play sometime.
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